Role of LPS and receptor subtypes in the uptake of TNF by the murine lung.
Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF) is an important mediator in lung injury. The kinetics of TNF uptake by the lung are not completely understood. In this study, we evaluated the role that lipopolysaccharide (LPS) and the two types of TNF receptor (p55 and p75) play in the uptake of circulating murine TNF by the murine lung. TNF radioactively labeled with 125I (I-mTNF) was administered intravenously (2 x 10(6) cpm/mouse) to mice with both receptors (wild-type) or to mice missing one (p55-/- or p75-/-) or both (p55-/- and p75-/-) TNF receptors. Blood to lung non-reversible sequestration (Ki) and reversible uptake (Vi) were measured with multiple-time regression analysis. Uptake by lung of I-mTNF in wild-type mice had reversible and non-reversible components. This uptake was decreased by intratracheal, but not by intravenous, LPS, suggesting modulation by local, rather than systemic, inflammation. The p75-/- deficient mice retained the Ki (saturable, non-reversible) component of TNF uptake, whereas p55-/- deficient mice retained the Vi (saturable, reversible) component of TNF uptake. Both Ki and Vi components of TNF uptake were absent in the lungs of p55-/- p75-/- deficient mice. These studies show that local inflammation inhibits the uptake of circulating I-mTNF by lung and that uptake consists of two distinguishable compartments: reversible uptake mediated by the p75 receptor and non-reversible sequestration mediated by the p55 receptor.